XI. **Indemnification**

Notwithstanding any other provision of this user agreement, the Permitted Entity and Financial Institution will indemnify and hold SSA harmless from all claims, actions, causes of action, suits, debts, dues, controversies, restitutions, damages, losses, costs, fees, judgments, and any other liabilities caused by, arising out of, associated with, or resulting directly or indirectly from, any acts or omissions of the Permitted Entity or Financial Institution, including but not limited to the disclosure or use of information by the Permitted Entity or Financial Institutions, or any errors in information provided to the Permitted Entity under this user agreement. SSA is not responsible for any financial or other loss incurred by the Permitted Entity or any Financial Institution serviced by the Permitted Entity, whether directly or indirectly, through the use of any data provided pursuant to this user agreement. SSA is not responsible for reimbursing the Permitted Entity or Financial Institution for any costs the Permitted Entity or Financial Institution incurs pursuant to this user agreement.